Elva DMS improves important aspects of your organization’s fleet management by fleet maintenance scheduling, repair shop management, parts inventory management, waybill and many more related issues.

A flexible platform – Microsoft Dynamics NAV - gives Elva DMS the ability to adapt the solution to meet the unique requirements of fleet management and to gain maximum return on investment.

Updated and easy accessible information about your organization’s business processes is vital for making precise and informed decisions to boost productivity. It positively affects both your fleet’s and organization’s principles of operation.

Elva DMS suits your company if you have considered at least one of the following aspects:

- Easy access to fleet repair & maintenance history
- Increase workshop organization efficiency
- Control parts inventory and ordering
- Quick data analysis of any aspect of the fleet
- Control and improve fleet management workflow
- Precise fleet’s recourse planning
- Waybill processing and planning
- Easy-to-use, convenient and adaptable ERP solution for fleet management
- Schedule & track maintenance done by outside companies

Main benefits ensured by Elva DMS:

**Controlled fleet operations**
Be aware of all the operations regarding your fleet management. Control your fleet assets and realize the asset management as needed.

**Instant reporting**
Elva DMS delivers the data so you can analyze your data quickly, accurately and make informed decisions.

**Data integration**
Organize all your information with one flexible and easy-to-use software solution. Service history, inventory, fixed assets, employee information and much more of functionality in one platform.

**Efficiency tracking**
Monitor the efficiency of your internal processes; measures how consistent are parts and services vendors, pricing, delivery times, costs efficiency and much more.

**Improved workflow**
Manage operational processes at a whole new level. Reduce double data entry and reduce paper work. Assign mechanic or outside service companies to a specific job based on workload and reduce workforce downtime.

**Financial data integration**
Elva DMS ensures all of ERP system advantages. It integrates all of fleet data and company’s financial information into one system.
Main features list included in Elva DMS:

- Schedule, control and analysis of any fleet unit;
- Complete service and route history;
- Information of purchase and operational costs;
- User-defined vehicle details;
- Staff and equipment relation;
- Time and route management;
- Depreciation control and calculation;
- Integrated with labor catalogues.

Vehicles and equipment management

- Complete employee information;
- Task management;
- Employee efficiency evaluation;
- Labor tracking;
- Reduce workforce downtime;
- Service hours analysis for salary calculation;
- Labor resource tracking including mechanics, costs and work time;
- Workflow transparency;
- Standard labor time and labor costs.

Spare parts management

- Spare part and non-stock item management;
- Complete integration with service orders (job card);
- Purchasing management;
- Ordering automation;
- Multiple stock and item transfer between warehouses and departments;
- Complete spare parts statistics and stock evaluation information;
- Complete supply chain management;
- Integration with spare part catalogues.

Workshop scheduling

- Schedule and organize work in different workshops at the same time;
- Schedule service activities and manage planning operations online;
- Mechanic work time registration and managing of actual labor status;
- Automatic and manual rescheduling;
- Improve efficiency of used resources by analyzing and controlling business processes.

Elva DMS suites for these type of companies:

- Transport services
- Marine services
- Public transport services
- Car rental
- Airport transport and equipment management
- Any other company with an in-house fleet

Anda Maurite, CFO of CATA Ltd., about Elva DMS:

CATA Ltd. provides passenger traffic services. Our company owns a large in-house fleet and employs a large number of employees. All this needs to be managed and controlled, therefore a flexible and easy-to-use solution for fleet management is vital for us. By using the Elva DMS solution, we have gained transparency and automation of fleet processes, as well as strict cost control. This makes our business more profitable and increases the quality of our services.

Elva DMS is easy-to-use, adaptable and flexible solution for company's in-house fleet management. The solution is based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV – one of the leading enterprise resource planning software for midsize companies which is used in more than 65 000 companies in almost 150 countries with more than 1 300 000 users worldwide, Elva DMS is a leading ERP solution for wide range of companies.